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Introduction:

• Gambit’s Software and IT Services (SITS) Q3 Market Review evidences resilient SITS

M&A activity in the face of increasingly challenging macroeconomic headwinds,

geopolitical volatility and faltering technology stock market performance.

• Whilst certain public and private SITS sub-sectors will continue to face downside

valuation risks, dealmakers will favour assets with defendable operating margins,

sustainable free cash flow levels and most importantly evidence of withstanding

and successfully navigating volatile market conditions.

• The Application Software sub-sector remained particularly active in Q322,

accounting for 33% of total SITS deal volumes, buoyed by agile and scalable

business models in the sub-sector, in turn, driving robust margins and enhanced

value.

• Strategically astute consolidators are capitalising on the short-term reduction in

market SITS EV/EBITDA multiples, by acquiring robust, SITS assets at attractive

valuations to facilitate portfolio optimisation and diversification to mitigate the

current macroeconomic climate and fuel in-organic growth.

• Corporate budgets continue to prioritise IT and digital transformation spending with

cloud computing, cyber security, AI/ML and data analytics remaining at the

summit of agendas.

• M&A investment appraisal and financial due diligence exercises continue to

evolve and experienced M&A advisors are continuing to facilitate optimal value

realisation through effective negotiation of key issues to maximise shareholder

proceeds.
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Key points in focus:

• Volatile geopolitical conditions, coupled with inflationary pressure and interest rate

hikes are contracting general market sentiment and suppressing general sector

valuation multiples in the short-term.

• Competition is intensifying for quality SITS assets as investors continue to peruse SITS

assets with robust, scalable business models despite macroeconomic conditions.

This is evidenced by the proliferation of private equity activity in the sector –

accounting for 49% of deal values.

• Irrepressible demand has resulted in SITS valuation multiples declining only 1% from

Q222 to Q322 and deal volumes remain 22% above pre-covid and H121 levels.

Such resilience demonstrates that the SITS sector is less susceptible to market

volatility and quality SITS assets continue to attract elevated valuations, providing

ample exit opportunities for shareholders to consider.

• We anticipate to see a continued short-term softening in SITS valuation multiples as

public market trends converge and a pivot to focus on high-margin cash

generative assets, less sensitive to volatile macroeconomic and geopolitical

conditions.

• Many of the factors that underpinned the record-breaking UK SITS M&A market in

2021, such as portfolio optimisation, digital transformation, supply chain resilience

and ESG emphasis remained influential for deal making in Q322 and beyond.

However, deal makers approach to transactions is anticipated to alter with a new

focus on prudent due-diligence due to a decreased risk appetite in light of volatile

market conditions.
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UK M&A Activity

• UK SITS M&A activity remains robust despite macroeconomic and geopolitical headwinds slowing activity

from the record levels set in 2021.

• Many of the factors that underpinned the record-breaking UK SITS M&A market in 2021, such as portfolio

optimisation, digital transformation, supply chain resilience and ESG emphasis remained influential for deal

making in Q322. However, deal makers approach to transactions is anticipated to alter with a new focus

on prudent due-diligence due to a decreased risk appetite in light of volatile market conditions.

• As illustrated by Gambit’s UK SITS Valuation Index multiples have remained robust, declining 1% from Q222

to Q322, driven by heightened market volatility facilitated by unstable macroeconomic and geopolitical

conditions.

• With heightened market volatility, we anticipate continued short-term softening in SITS valuation multiples

as public market trends converge from the decline in public market multiples, coupled with acquirers

becoming more disciplined on valuations.

• Competition for high-quality SITS assets demonstrating defendable operating margins and sustainable free

cash flow remains high and continues to attract elevated valuations despite the volatile market. Resilient

demand from acquirers has resulted in deferred considerations becoming increasingly utilised to bridge

valuation gaps.

• Despite constricting capital market, dealmakers continue to deploy significant levels of capital into the

sector seeking SITS assets with defendable operating margins, sustainable free cash flow levels and a lower

sales growth pipeline which have previously navigated volatile marker conditions.

• The cloud migration is highlighting the evolving complexity of cyber threats, resulting in cyber security

rapidly climbing the corporate agenda. Subsequently, we have witnessed intensified demand for cyber

security assets and elevated cyber security spending.

Source: Refinitiv, Gambit analysis
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Sectors in Focus

Application Software
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Selected transactions

Date Target Acquirer/
Investor

Jul-22 ORCHA Health Maven Capital 

Jul-22 Prospectsoft Access UK

Jul-22 Copper Technologies Barclays Bank Plc 

Sep-22 Lunio Smedvig Capital 

Sep-22 Unity5 Synova

Source: Refinitiv, Gambit analysis
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Application Software – Valuation Index
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• As digitisation continues to accelerate, application

software solutions are becoming ubiquitous in business

and continue to drive operational efficiencies and

innovation within business models. The attractiveness

of application software assets is further buoyed by the

increasing demand for platform integration and robust

fundamentals.

• Economic headwinds in the form of increased

inflationary pressure and interest rate hikes, coupled

with uncertain geopolitical conditions, have

contributed to a softening of publicly listed application

software EV/EBITDA multiples. As illustrated by

Gambit’s SITS Valuation Index, current EV/EBITDA

multiples continue to soften throughout Q322 trading

at 21.9x. Despite deteriorating macroeconomic

conditions, the sector remained resilient, declining only

3% from Q222 to Q322.

• The evolving requirement for digital transformation

and data utilisation continues to intensify demand for

quality UK application software opportunities as well

capitalised acquirers compete to incorporate

scalable assets into their portfolio. This is illustrated by

The Access Group’s acquisition of ProspectSoft Ltd, a

stock management CRM solution, to supplement

existing ERP and business management solutions by

offering an integrated service after acquiring

Unleashed in 2020 – a key integration partner for

ProspectSoft. The acquisition will enable Access to

augment market penetration in the B2B eco-system by

enhancing its B2B product supply chain offering and

delivering the solution from one source.

• Application software continues to be a key sub-sector

for financial acquires, as PE and VC augment activity

in the market with investors looking to deploy

abundant levels of capital, in pursuit of quality

application software assets, with global PE available

capital surpassing $1.8trn in June 2022.

• In September, Synova Private Equity invested in

Unity5, a real-time enforcement and permitting

software that has experienced significant growth

over the last three years delivering a 42% CAGR.

The investment reflects the growing the demand

for an efficient software proposition and will

provide capital for targeted M&A to expand

Unity5’s software offering and support

international growth plans.

• Synova’s investment in Unity5 demonstrates the

evolution of the PE model, now focused on more

sophisticated value creation strategies by

increasing exposure to highly resilient, high

growth verticals with scalable business models

and low cap-ex requirements.
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Sectors in Focus

System Software
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• In recent years, the global system software market

has outpaced macro-economic growth rates,

supported by robust pandemic resilience,

accelerated digital transformation, increased data

utilisation and elevated emphasis on agile and

flexible business models.

• Current EV/EBITDA multiples remain 20% higher than

at the start of the pandemic in Q120, at 19.1x.

• Despite macroeconomic conditions, system

software assets remain an attractive investment

proposition for acquirers looking to augment service

offering and unlock growth via scalable and

disruptive system software assets. As a result, ample

opportunities exist for shareholder to exit at optimal

valuations .

• The proliferation of data monetisation is intensifying

demand for quality system software assets with data

centric value-add capabilities, this is reflected by

Snowflake Inc share price increasing 22% from Q222

despite current macroeconomic backdrop. Data-

as-a-service solutions are becoming increasingly

utilised to enhance operational efficiencies,

supplement service offerings and provide agility to

incumbent business models.

• Well positioned strategic acquirers are seeking

transformative acquisitions with evolving use-cases

to support market growth, as illustrated by Civica’s

acquisition of The Technology Forge, a leading

property and asset management software provider.

The complementary and targeted acquisition adds

further capability to Civica’s existing suite of

software, demonstrating how strategically astute

acquirers can supplement organic growth with M&A

to cement market share.
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Source: Refinitiv, Gambit analysis

Selected transactions

Date Target Acquirer/
Investor

Jul-22 Insightful 
Technology 

Bloomberg LP 

Aug-22 Micro Focus Plc OpenText UK

Seo-22 PolyAI Georgian, Twilo
Ventures

Sep-22 Pay360 Ltd Access Paysuite

Sep-22 The Technology 
Forge 

Civica UK 

Sep-22 Attraqt Group Plc Crownpeak
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• Robust system software assets remain at the summit of

liquidity providers agendas as they complete for

scalable asset-light business models, demonstrated by

FPE Capital’s growth investment into Global App

Testing (“GAP”), a global testing platform to the

software development sector, after achieving 50%

ARR growth in recent years. The capital injection will

enable GAP to invest further into product

development and autonomous testing, and to scale

the business in the lucrative US market.

• The investment illustrates investors resilient appetite to

deploy capital and maxisimse market penetration

high growth and high margin verticals, especially with

a B2B software focus.
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Sectors in Focus

Managed IT & Cloud
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Source: Refinitiv, Gambit analysis

Selected transactions

Date Target Acquirer/
Investor

Jul-22 Yorkshire 
Telecommunications 

Babble Cloud 

Jul-22 ADSI Babble Cloud 

Aug-22 STL Communications Focus 4 U 

Aug-22 Little Fish (UK) Bowmark Capital 

Sep-22 Berry Telecom Group Babble Cloud 

Sep-22 Diacom Networks Croft 
Communications 

• Persistent emphasis on the digital transformation

and evolving cyber security threats continues to

stimulate demand for effective Managed IT &

Cloud solutions, despite macroeconomic

headwinds, with the benefits of outsourced IT

solutions proving to be a valuable solution to

improve operational efficiencies and maintain

high-quality business functions.

• Gambit’s Managed IT & Cloud Valuation Index

witnessed a 6% decrease in EV/EBITDA multiples in

Q322 to 11.5x. Despite this decline, the Managed

IT & Cloud vertical has demonstrated resilience in

the face macroeconomic headwinds and

geopolitical volatility, remaining 17% above pre-

pandemic levels. Vertical resilience is attributable

to the continuation of the digital transformation

cementing itself at the summit of corporate

agendas and is commonly viewed as a non-

discretionary overhead.

• The evolving digital landscape has emphasised

demand for holistic IT solutions, with strong

fundamentals and potential for buy-and-build

strategies facilitating the rapid consolidation of

the fragmented Managed IT & Cloud vertical.

Consolidators including Babble Cloud, backed by

Graphite Capital, remained active completing 4

acquisitions in Q322 and 21 since 2019 seeking to

supplement existing service capabilities, expand

geographic reach, enhance cyber security

provisions and augment market share whilst

capitalising on the short-term softening in

valuation multiples.
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Managed IT & Cloud – Valuation Index

• Consolidation has been heavily influenced by the

proliferation of private equity ‘dry powder’ as

financial acquires seek assets underpinned by

recuring revenues, strong visibility of earnings and

stable cost bases.

• LDC exited its minority investment in managed IT

service provider Littlefish, to Bowmark Capital

following a three-year partnership in which Littlefish

saw revenues almost double to £36.4m. Bowmark’s

investment will enable Littlefish to continue on its

organic growth trajectory by broadening its

portfolio, particularly in the fields of DevOps, digital

transformation and data management.
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Sectors in Focus

VAR & Consultancy

• The digital transformation revolution was

accelerated exponentially by the on-set of the

pandemic and facilitation of hybrid working

models. Despite geopolitical uncertainty and

macroeconomic volatility, technology

transformation remains at the summit of

corporate agendas, demonstrating the ongoing

resilience of the sector and subsequently

intensifying demand for quality VAR &

Consultancy assets.

• Gambit’s VAR & Consultancy Valuation Index

highlights that valuation multiples have declined

4.6% in Q322, driven by volatile market

conditions that has subdued investor sentiment.

• Increasingly complex cyber threats have

resulted in elevated sector attention and use-

case realisation for technological support as

strategic M&A is being undertaken to bolster

technological capabilities, and to enhance

service delivery by entering into adjacent

verticals. Logicalis’ acquisition of Q Associates, a

provider of IT consultancy and advisory services

around data management, data protection,

compliance and information security is an

example. The acquisition adds complementary

capabilities to Logicalis core expertise in digital

infrastructure, networking and could, whilst

penetrating a high-growth, resilient adjacent

vertical.
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Source: Refinitiv, Gambit analysis

Selected transactions

Date Target Acquirer/
Investor

Jul-22 Melius Cyber 
Consultancy 

North East Ventures 

Jul-22 Dufrain Consulting Phoenix Equity 
Partners 

Aug-22 Q Associates Logicalis Group

Aug-22 AVEVA Group Plc Schneider Electric 

Sep-22 Lightning Fibre Foresight Group 

Sep-22 Stone Technologies 
Group 

Converge Technology 
Solutions 
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• Strong fundamentals underpinned by recurring

revenues, buoyant margins and attractive

customer retention, result in VAR & Consultancy

assets remaining attractive investment

propositions for financial acquires. In July,

Phoenix Equity Partners acquired a majority stake

in Dufrain, a leading independent provider of

data management, business intelligence and

analytics services. Dufrain has achieved 40%

year-on-year revenue growth and Phoenix’s

investment will allow the business to continue its

strong growth by extending service and

technology offering and expanding into new

geographies.
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Gambit Corporate Finance LLP

Concluding remarks

• Turbulent geopolitical conditions, coupled with inflationary pressure and interest rate hikes are contracting

market sentiment.

• Despite volatile geopolitical and macroeconomic conditions, buyer appetite for high-quality SITS

businesses remains strong from both financial and strategic buyers. Still benefiting from the early stages of

broader digital transformation trends and rapidly evolving markets, strategic buyers remain interested in

leveraging inorganic growth to enhance business offerings and enter new markets. Financial buyers, which

account for 49%+ of M&A transactions, can look beyond near-term public market investor sentiment

changes and leverage their longer-term investment time horizon in evaluating a business and its long-term

market and financial prospects to capitalise on the short-term softening in valuation multiples and

generate healthy returns.

• We anticipate seeing public market trends converge, coupled with acquirers pivoting to focus on high-

margin cash generative assets, less sensitive to volatile macroeconomic and geopolitical conditions.

• Many of the factors that underpinned the record-breaking UK SITS M&A market in 2021, such as portfolio

optimisation, digital transformation, supply chain resilience and ESG emphasis remained influential for deal

making in Q322 and beyond. However, deal makers approach to transactions is anticipated to alter with a

new focus on prudent due-diligence due to a decreased risk appetite in light of volatile market conditions.

• Capital market conditions continue to tighten, however the market remains favourable in comparison to

prior periods and significant ‘dry powder’ to be deployed into the UK SITS sector as investors identify robust

and resilient industry verticals, such as SITS to incorporate within their portfolio.

• Identifying a target’s ESG credibility has become a valuable tool and risk management strategy for

acquirers and this will continue to be an increasing area of focus in transaction due diligence processes,

driving enhanced levels of appetite for ESG-credible SITS companies.

• M&A investment appraisal and financial due diligence exercises continue to evolve, however expert

advisors are continuing to facilitate optimal value realisation through effective negotiation of key issues to

maximise shareholder proceeds.

• If you would like to arrange a call to discuss the opportunities facing your business or to understand the

most appropriate solutions to support your shareholders’ needs and ambitions, please contact a member

of the team.

Sam Forman

Director

T: +44 (0) 845 643 5500
M: +44 (0) 759 040 8682

E: samuel.forman@gambitcf.com

Harrie Thorrington

Executive

T: +44 (0) 845 643 5500

E: harrie.thorrington@gambitcf.com

Geraint Rowe

Partner

T: +44 (0) 845 643 5500
M: +44 (0) 789 992 8029

E: geraint.rowe@gambitcf.com

Lloyd Evans

Analyst

T: +44 (0) 845 643 5500

E: lloyd.evans@gambitcf.com
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Gambit Corporate Finance LLP

Corporate Finance International

Gambit is the exclusive UK shareholder of CFI, a

global partnership of middle-market investment

banks and corporate finance advisory firms. With

over 200 professionals located in 26 offices

throughout the world, CFI members specialise in

cross-border acquisitions, disposals, capital raising,

and related services. CFI was ranked number 20 in

Europe by Thomson Reuters for transactions valued

up to €200 million (2021).

www.thecfigroup.com

Gambit Corporate Finance

Established in 1992, Gambit is an independent

corporate finance advisory firm specialising in

advising private and public companies on mid-

market transactions in the UK and overseas. With

offices in London and Cardiff, Gambit is widely

recognised as a market leader in M&A advice in

the Software & IT Services sector having built up

detailed industry knowledge and an enviable track

record in deal origination and execution.

www.gambitcf.com
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